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Commi'ssioner's:Filei CSB/302/1988
Region:", Nor'th Western

SUPPL'EMENTARY BENEFITS ACT l976
'APPEAL FROM DECISION OF, SOCIAL SECURITY APPEAL TRIBUNA'L:ON-;A QUESTION
OF LAW

DECISION OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY COMMISSIONER

Name: 3ulie Kim .Evans

Social Security Appeal Tribunal! Rochdale

Case No:: 615/0069 l

l. For the reasons hereinafter appearing, the decision of the soci'al security appeal
tribunal given on 2l September 1987 was erroneous in so far as a single-.payment for a bed
~as refusecl ~nd nn that aoint I set it aside. I direct that the appeal be rehear'd on this.,issue
by a 'differently constituted tribunal who will have regard to the matters mentioned .below.
As regards the claim for a single payment for a cooker and floor-coverings, the tribunal di'd'/
not err in point of law, and to this extent the appeal fails.

2. This is an appeal by the claimant, brought with the leave of a.Commissioner, agaInst
the decision of the. social security- appeal tribunal of 2l September:l987.

3. The question, for.determination by the tribunal was whether the claimant-(who wa's l9
years-old-and —in-.receipt —of—supplementary —benefit) —was-entitled —to-:-'a—sin'gle —payment —fo'r=a
cooker, a bed, bedding and floor-coverings. In the event, the tribunal- allowed', a single
payment for bedding, but refused'one in respect of the other items.

'l,
The claimant's representative pro~ly conceded that, as regards the cooker and bed,

which were included in the items listed in regulation 9 of the Supplementary Benefit (Single
Payments) Regulations l98l I.S.I. 198l No. 1528], regulation lO thereof did not apply, arid
that, if the claimant was to succeed at all she had to rely on t+guiation.30'. As''egards
floor-coverings, the representative accepted that no application for"a.single payment had
ever been made in respect of this item under regulation lOA, and accordingly., orice again if
the claimant was to succeed at all, she had to rely on regulation 30.

5. As regards the cooker the tribunal decirt,.d that there./was iio serious.,risk to 'the
claimant's health':/if she continued without one. I do not see why the tribunal were not
entitled- to reach this conclusion. The lack of hot food may be boring and tir'esome to'the
ciai'mant, but that is a long way from establishing that there might be a serious. risk.to her
health. Whether there might be a serious health risk through lack of a single payment to
purchase a cooker called for a value judgment on the part of the tribunal, and they'wer'e, in .

my view, entitled to reach the conclusion they did. Accordingly, in refusing a single
payment for that item, the tribunal did not err in point of law.

6, As regards the bed, the tribunal decided that, the claimant did have'."continuing use"
thereof. However, I do not see how this conclusion was justified. The evidence was- that the
bed available to the claimant at the date of claim had been returned by the dat'e of the
hearing; and accordingly that it was only available an a short-.term basis..Moreover, . th'
mere fact that'-sh'e ha'd"subsequently,been able to borrow a different bed had'no relevance to,
the circumstances at the date of claim (R(SB) 26/83). On no footing were the triburial:
entitled to reach the conclusion they did, at least without further explanation.
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7. Ho'wever, the adjudication of ficer now concerned, in his 'ubmissions dated20 July 1989, which were in response to his attention having been drawn to the two recentdecisi'ons of a Tribunal of Commissioners CSB/730/87 and CSB/907/88, conte'nded that, inany event, as a result of th'ose decisions, the claim for a sirigle payment for a bed could notbe considered under regulation 30. He ba'sed this conclusion on paragraph 8 of DecisionCSB/730/87, which reads as follows:-

"8. Lord Lowry L.C.3. later continued [in Carleton v. Department of Health andSocial Services, a decision of the Court of Appeal in Northern IrelandJ-
'The question posed for our decision by the Commissioner is-

"Did I err in law in holding that there are now only two types of itemsrelating to household furniture and equipment, namely, essential andmiscellaneous~"

I would answer that question "No", but would also add the words "becauseRegulation 30 no longer permits a payment to be made under it in respect offurniture or household equipment". Accordingly I would dismiss the
appeal.'t

will be noticed that Lord Lowry L.C.J. did not limit the non-applicability ofRegulation 30 to 'miscellaneous furniture and household equipment needs'ithinRegulation lOA, but held that Regulation 30 no longer applied in relation to all formsof furniture and household equipment. Counsel in the case subsequently drew hisLordship's attention to the apparent ambit of this part. of his judgment. On a lateroccasion when the proceedings were again before the Court Lord Lowry L.C.J. saidthlso-

'It has been suggested that, when indicating at the end of my judgment the formof answer which I'would propose to give to the first question, I may have made aslip by omitting the word "miscellaneous" before the",'.word "furniture" in thephrase "because Regulation l3 no longer permits a payment to be made under itin respect of furniture or household equipment",

I think it will be helpful if I say that the omission was not accidental, since myview, in which the other members of this court concurred, is that Regulation 30does not apply to ~an furniture or household
equipment.'t

is we think clear from Lord Lowry's initial judgment (in which it will be noted hereferred to ',the scheme of the regulations'y reference to Regulations 9 and IOA),from the answer framed by him to the question posed by the Commissioner in thecase stated, and from his subsequent confirmation of what he had earlier said, that theconclusion (effectively of the Court) extended to all items of furniture and householdequipment, whether essential under regulation 9 (and subject to the conditions inRegulation l0) or miscellaneous needs within Regulation IOA ...."
8. The adjudication officer now concerned would seem to infer, from what was said bythe Tribunal of Commissioners in the above quoted paragraph, that the Tribunal sharedLord Lowry's view in Carleton v. Department of Health and Social Services thatRegulation 30 was inapplicable both to essential furniture and miscellaneous furniture andhousehold equipment needs, or, if this was not how they themselves interpreted the relevantprovisions, that they nevertheless regarded themselves as bound by the Court of Appeal inNorthern Ireland. Such an inference is not justified. For immediately after the passagequoted above the Tribunal of Commissioners went on to say:-

"In the appeal before us we are only concerned with miscellaneous furniture andhousehold equipment needs falling within regulation IOA."

Accordingly, whilst the Tribunal of Commissioners were reciting exactly what was the viewof Lord Lowry, in which the other members of the Court of Appeal in Northern Irelandconcurred, they expressly stated that they were only concerned with miscellaneous furnitureand household equipment needs. In other words, they were expressing no view as to thecorrectness or otherwise of Lord Lowry's observations, and this for the simple reason that
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the particular 'matter with which they had to deal did not involve essential furniture within
regulation 9.

9. However, the appeal now before me does involve an item of essential furniture within
regulation 9, and accordingly it is necessary for me to determine the effect of Lord Lowry's
observation. The first point that should be made is that Lord Lowry's statement was itself
obiter. It was unnecessary for the determination of the matter before the Court. Further,
it was made without benefit of full (or possibly any) argument, and no reasoning was given in
its support. Accordingly, the guidance provided by this obiter dictum is of very doubtful
value, and I do not consider that in these circumstances I am in any way under a duty, out of
comity in accordance with the principles set out in CSB/730/87, to follow that dictum. The
plain fact is that the express words qualifying the application of regulation 30:-

'Except where a claim is for miscellaneous furniture and household equipment
needs.'ake

no reference to a claim for essential furniture within regulation 9. Indeed, the
specific reference to 'miscellaneous furniture and household equipment needs'ould, in my
judgment, indicate that 'essential'urniture was not to be included in the exception./
Accordingly, in my judgment, consideration of a single payment for essential furniture is not
precluded under regulation 30. It follows that I do not accept the submission of the
adjudication officer dated 20 3uly l989. In so far as the social security appeal tribunal in
their decision disallowed a single payment for a bed I must set aside their decision and
direct that the appeal be reheard by a differently constituted tribunal who will have regard
to what has been said above in paragraph 6.

IO. Finally as regards floor-coverings, these constitute "miscellaneous furniture and
household equipment" within regulation l OA and as such cannot be considered under
regulation 30. The reasoning for this conclusion is elaborately set out in CSB/730/87.
Accordingly when the tribunal said:-

"Floor-coverings do come within regulation 10A and could..not be considered under
regulation 30."

they did not err in point of iaw..

l i. My decision is as set out in paragraph l.

(sigmd)
D C Rice
Commissinmr

Date: l I August 1989
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